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Figure 1: Performance Team, Presentation Powered by ISSv2 and OpenISS

ABSTRACT
Illimitable Space System v2 is a configurable toolbox which provides
multimodal interaction and serves as a platform for artists to en-
hance their performance through the use of depth and colour data
from a 3D capture device. Its newest iteration was presented as part
of ChineseCHI in 2018.
This latest iteration of ISSv2 is powered by an open source core

namedOpenISS. The core allows the ISSv2 platform to be run as a dis-
tributed system. Video and depth capture are done from a computer
acting as a server with a client component for displaying the applied
effects and video from a web browser. This has the added benefit of
allowing the artist to broadcast their performance live and opens the
way for audience interaction. There are two primary motivations
behind creating an open source core for the ISS: first, open source
tech allows more people to participate in the development process
as well as understand how the technology works while spreading
maintenance responsibilities to their respective parties. Secondly,
having a core allows parts of they system to be switched out at will
without having to modify it all at once, this is particularly relevant
with respect to capture devices.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Computer graphics; Motion
capture; • Information systems→Web services; Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP);RESTfulweb services;WebServicesDescription
Language (WSDL);
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1 INTRODUCTION
Real ProductionExperience. Further development of ISSv2 as aplat-

form necessitated the logical separation of its components which
prompted the creation of the OpenISS core. This allowed for sig-
nificant extensions to the functionality of the original system. The
OpenISS core makes it possible to connect any 3D capture device
supported by the libfreenect library to the system. It also allows
the ISSv2 to process and set the effects from a computer acting as a
server and broadcast the resultant video and effects over the internet.
This is achieved via the APIs implemented by OpenISS. As a demon-
stration of the new server and web client functionality, ISSv2 was
demonstrated at ChineseCHI 2018 using aMac laptop as a server and
a Kinect as a capture device. The audience was able to view the live
performance and applied effects simultaneously on their personal
devices using theweb client. A summary on the ISSv2-based require-
ments, related work, and performances can be found in [Mokhov
et al. 2016, 2018; Singh et al. 2018].

ChineseCHI. ChineseCHI is designed as a forum connecting the
international HCI community to the booming Chinese computing
industry. It served as a good venue to further test the concept of ISSv2
with OpenISS. With the audience’s participation, it was possible to
demonstrate the new capabilities, granted by the use of the OpenISS
core. This also allowed us to receive feedback and suggestions on
what features could be added.

Continuous Integration Methodology. The logical separation of the
various components of the system prompted us to apply a Contin-
uous Integration Methodology while developing the ISS’s extended
functionality. This allowed us to frequently deploy releases which
in turn gave us the ability to adapt the ISS to changing requirements.
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The rapid release cycle of this methodology also allowed us to in-
troduce new features and test them quickly. Further development
of features would have been difficult were it not for the use of this
methodology.

OpenISS and ISSv2. The ISS provides an opportunity to try and
create a fully interactiveenhancedperformance spacewithbroadcast
capabilities. Thanks to OpenISS core, it is easier to add effects to the
ISSv2 repertoire. The core also gives the system the ability to connect
to more types of depth cameras, including more recent ones, and the
ability to communicate via anAPI. ThisAPImakes it possible capture
a performance remotely and broadcast it with the applied effects live.

Figure 2: CHI 2018 talk with shape projection

The current iteration of OpenISS (https://github.com/OpenISS/
OpenISS) runs its server component off aMac laptop with the broad-
cast made accessible via REST and SOAP calls using a URL. The
capture device used for video and depth was a Kinect (versions 1
and 2) and the main display used HDMI output, specifically with a
projector, but now expanded to the RGBD and RGB cameras, e.g.,
Intel RealSense.

2 EXPOSITION
At ChineseCHI 2018, ISSv2 was successfully demonstrated live with
a working URL provided to view the presentation remotely, thanks
to the OpenISS core. Setting up the presentation had been donewith-
out calibrating the system and show the OpenISS’s capabilities as
a presentation and entertainment software with a relatively simple
setup. The first segment of the presentation consisted of a lecture
explaining how the ISSv2 works and the system’s ability to provide
still images and seamlessly transition between its different effects
in real-time. This also served to show how the data from the capture
device was used to provide its effects. The second half of the presen-
tation was a dance performance created to demonstrate the original
intended artistic use case of the ISSv2 how its effects could be used
in a creative context.

3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The ISSv2 using the OpenISS core has shown that the platform’s the-
oretical capabilities are achievable and highly extensible. Currently
the ISS can use multiple 3D capture devices, however, it has only
used the Kinect RGB-D cameras fromMicrosoft, so far. Future devel-
opment will partly focus on transitioning to more recent and better
supported3Dcapturedevices.The reasons for this are twofold:firstly,

Figure 3: ChineseCHI 2018 dance performance at CHI 2018

Kinect is being phased out as aMicrosoft product and is no longer be-
ingsupportedandsecondly,newercamerasprovidebetterdatadue to
higher resolutions and framerates. Other work will include improve-
ment of backend functionality including more advanced capabilities
with respect to the accompaniment of a physical performance with
different approaches such as activity recognition andmachine learn-
ing. As of this writing we are not aware of readily available software
packages that combine 3D data capture with distributed systems ca-
pable of using consumer-grade hardware and open source software.

Ongoing and future research areas. Thanks to developments in
computer vision several features have been partially integrated into
the ISS and are being tested. Among those features are gesture recog-
nition, face tracking and background extraction or green screening.
Other extensions to the ISS currently being researched are AI-driven
features such as person re-identification, real-time stylization and ac-
tion recognition.Weare currently exploring theMagenta framework
which also offers support for sound generation. These new functions
would allow for more modes of interaction with the ISS and allow
for greater expressive freedom. On the backend further improve-
ments toOpenISS’sAPI are beingworked on to allow it to seamlessly
function with any type of camera. To further push processing power
Microsoft’s new Project Kinect for Azure could be a good candi-
date for integration with OpenISS as it provides a framework and
infrastructure for processing depth and color data on the cloud.

Multi-camera mode: Another specific feature being pursued is the
use of multiple sensors. During the development process it was dis-
covered that is possible use the depth cameras in combination with
each other, so we are preparing to use it with multiple performers.
This would tie in with the person re-identification features using
machine learning that we are also completing in OpenISS.
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